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Abstract

The program system KENOREST version 1998 will be presented, which is a useful tool for burnup and reactivity
calculations for LWR fuel. The three-dimensional Monte Carlo code KENO-V.a is coupled with the one-
dimensional GRS burnup program system OREST-98. The objective is to achieve a better modelling of
plutonium and actinide build-up or burnout for advanced heterogeneous fuel assembly designs. Further objectives
are directed to reliable calculations of the pin power distributions and of reactor safety parameters including axial
and radial rod temperatures for fuel assemblies of modern design. The stand-alone-code KENO-V.a version is
used without any changes in the program source. The OREST-98 system was developed to handle multirod
problems and additional burnup dependent moderator conditions which can be applied to stretch-out simulations
in the reactor. A new interface module RESPEFF between KENO and OREST transforms the 2-d or 3-d KENO
flux results to the one-dimensional lattice code OREST in a fully automated manner to maintain reaction rate
balance between the codes. First results for assembly multiplication factors, isotope inventories are compared
with OECD results.

1. INTRODUCTION

Reliable prediction of the characteristics of irradiated light water reactor fuels is needed for
many aspects of the nuclear fuel cycle. In burnup credit investigations, the data of final
uranium, produced plutonium contents and the fission product build-up should be known in
the axial and radial distribution inside a fuel assembly to account for criticality codes. If
criticality aspects and the inventory distributions are strongly coupled together in three
dimensions, two main problems must be solved: the simulation of all isotopic nuclear
reactions in the fuel assembly and the simulation of more-dimensional neutron fluxes setting
the reactions in motion. In state-of-the-art computer techniques, a combination of specialised
codes for reactivity search, for cross section generation and for burnup calculations is
preferred to solve these cross-linked problems.

2. KENOREST-98

In the OREST system of 1983 [1] the HAMMER lattice code [2] (Savanna River Laboratory,
1967) used for cross section generation and the depletion code ORIGEN [3] (Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, 1973) are directly coupled to an one-dimensional burnup system. Now
the KENO-V.a code [4] (ORNL, 1983) and OREST were directly linked in a time step
approximation to a new three-dimensional reactivity and inventory system KENOREST-98
[5]. A simplified diagram of program loops and of data transfers is shown in Figure 1. The
cross section libraries of KENO and of OREST, based on JEF-2.2 [6], coincide for the
'infinite dilution' starting point and the energy group structure, to avoid possible
inconsistencies between different libraries. Resonance shielding and cross section calculations
are treated by the Flux Equivalent Cell method (FEC) at each local position of the rods. The
method comprises the standard Nordheim resonance treatment and a search for effective one-
dimensional cell moderator conditions. This step is performed fully automatically in a separate
interface module.
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FIG. 1. KENOREST Program Loops (thick lines) and Data Transfers (thin lines).
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2.1. Coupling Features

The neutron-physical coupling of KENO and OREST is obtained by transferring the three-
dimensional KENO results (neutron fluxes and fission densities, line 4) for each fuel rod
position to the one-dimensional HAMMER code (fuel lattice simulation) and to the zero-
dimensional ORIGEN depletion code by the basic relation of reaction rate balance. After a
short OREST burnup step, the cross sections and inventories (lines 7, 8, 9) for up to 1000
local positions are reloaded to KENO (line 2). The coupling is done using well defined data
files during the calculation loops.

The stand-alone-code KENO-V.a is used without any changes in the program source. So the
coupling between KENO and the remainder code system is simply done by the KENO printer
channel and the burnup dependent KENO cross section library which had been generated by
OREST in the previous burnup time step. The KENO output, multiplication factors, fluxes
and neutron generation rates for all rods are used by the module KENWERT (Figure 1). The
neutron generation rates are divided by <NUE(t,rod)> to get KENO fission densities and a
fission density distribution is calculated in three dimensions. These data are multiplied by
<EMEAN(t,rod)> and the user defined assembly power to get the rod power distributions in
three dimensions. The new rod powers (line 6) are used to calculate the next new rod
temperatures (STATEM) and the next burnup step (ORIGEN) for each rod is performed. A
more detailed explanation of the coupling model is given in Reference [14].

2.2. The FEC Method

The transformation of the three-dimensional KENO results to the one-dimensional OREST
system including resonance shielding and cross section calculation, is treated by our Flux
Equivalent Cell (FEC) method. This method, described in detail in Ref. [7], includes a search
for the effective pitch or for the effective steam content for the one-dimensional lattice cell
calculation and solves the problem of searching the neutron physically equivalent infinite
lattice in OREST for a certain single rod in its environment. This procedure, done for each rod
and for each KENOREST loop, is necessary to achieve reaction rate balance between KENO
and OREST. With this calculation tool a treatment of neutron fluxes and reactions for both
simple and complex fuel rod lattices is possible. This calculation method runs fully automated
as an interface module RESPEFF in KENOREST and is repeated at each rod position for each
KENO start-up and burnup loop.

2.3. Improved Burnup Calculations with OREST-98

After several start-up iterations of KENOREST, the irradiation history, defined by the user,
will be started following the program loops as shown in Figure 1. During burnup calculation
the lattice cell calculation is performed by the HAMMER code, using refined resonance
parameters [10] for the Nordheim resonance treatment at each burnup step. The burnout of the
fissionable nuclides, the build-up of the fission products and the depletion of the gadolinium
isotopes including all decay and transmutation processes are calculated by the ORIGEN code
with stepwise feedback to HAMMER and KENO. Special user input options are directed to
handle single gadolinium rods.

For the burnup calculations in KENOREST all build-up and decay chains of the ORIGEN
code with ENDF/B-5 updated decay libraries for 800 structural isotopes, 144 actinides and
over 800 fission product isotopes according to the OREST-96 version are used [11]. The
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ORIGEN cross section data for the most important isotopes are replaced by updated 83 group
results from HAMMER calculations at each OREST step. The remainder isotopes are handled
with the known ORIGEN three group procedure using problem dependent spectral indices.
All capture and fission cross sections of all isotopes are sampled by the module POISON with
feedback to HAMMER and KENO.

Based on the released version of OREST-96 [11], an improved burnup system OREST-98 was
developed and installed in the coupled KENO-OREST system. Additionally to the time
dependent input options for specific fuel power and the boron poisoning inside the standard
version, the new OREST-98 code has an extended simulation range of reactor operation
parameters:

1. time dependent input data of coolant pressure are taken into account (moderator density
effect during burnup, essential for reactor safety aspects),

2. time dependent input data of coolant temperature (moderator density and temperature
effects during burnup, essential for stretch-out operations and for reactor safety aspects),

3. time dependent input data of steam fractions (moderator density effects during burnup,
essential for BWR reactors, for reactor safety aspects and for the FEC method),

4. time dependent input data of lattice cell specification (moderator ratio variations during
burnup).

Furthermore OREST-98 can handle multiple burnup problems from one serial input file, used
for all rods. With these additional features inside OREST-98 a burnup dependent Wigner cell
can be defined according to the FEC results, which allows an improved calculation of
multirod problems, of stretch-out operations and in generally the evaluation of the neutron
fluxes and reaction rates for complex fuel rod lattice configurations in their environment,
better than standard pincell calculations with constant properties can do it. OREST-98 is also
available as a stand-alone-module.

2.4. Nuclear Data Libraries

The development of a new KENO library started with a 292 group library based on JEF-2.2
[6], which was collapsed to the HAMMER 83 group structure. At each new KENOREST
application this library is available in the ANISN format at the problem independent <infinite
dilution> condition where no resonance shielding or Doppler broadening is included. During
the iterations of KENOREST this library is overwritten by problem dependent resonance
shielded and Doppler broadened OREST data for each rod position. Additionally we
developed a set of new HAMMER (THERMOS-HAMLET) libraries called
<99STANDARD> starting from the libraries of [11] based on [10]. The updating procedure of
these regions was completed by data of JEF-2.2 [6] in such a manner, that <99STANDARD>
corresponds in the 'infinite dilution' condition for fission and capture cross sections and the
values for the number of neutrons per fission with the KENO library KORLIB-V2. The
THERMOS upscattering cross section data were extended for finer temperature steps to allow
a better description of stretch-out operations, of moderator temperature coefficients and of
other reactivity and burnup effects. The application range is now extended from room
temperature up to hot reactor conditions in constant steps of 10 K.
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3. INVENTORY CALCULATIONS

The reliable prediction of important actinide and fission product concentrations is shown in
comparison with the HI-B burnup credit benchmark [12], performed by the OECD working
party on nuclear criticality safety (WPNCS) (additional inventory calculations with OREST-
98 had been shown in [9]). In this benchmark important actinides (U234, U235, U236, U238,
Np237, Pu238, Pu239, Pu240, Pu241, Am241 and Am243) and fission products (Mo95, Tc99,
RulOl, RhlO3, AglO9, Csl33, Sml47 up to 152, Ndl43, Ndl45, Eul53, Eul55, Gdl55 up to
158 and Xel31) are compared. The inventories had been calculated by 14 participants for
three void conditions of a BWR fuel assembly. The results are preliminary because the final
report is not yet issued.

The Table I. shows averaged results from the participants for the 40 % void case (col. 2),
compared with GRS results (col. 3). The deviations from <OECD> are given in column 4.
The one sigma distribution of the <OECD> results are listed in column 5. Some extreme
diverging solutions in Ref. [12] were omitted for this comparison to get the relatively precise
data of Table I. So the scattering of the results in column 5 became quite small, with
exceptions of Eul55 ( 56 % deviation of KENOREST, 38 % scattering of OECD results) and
Gdl55 ( 59 % deviation, 32 % scattering). These only remaining problems for KENOREST-
98 could be analysed as a problem of the large uncertainty in the libraries for the capture
resonance integral of the fission product Europium-155 [13] in the same mass decay chain of
Gadolinium-155. These deviations should probably be eliminated by using JEF2.2-data for
that isotope [9]. On the other hand relatively great mean deviations of 5 % up to 10 % were
found between the participants for all plutonium isotopes. In KENOREST-98 the Pu240
concentrations are underestimated and the higher plutonium isotopes are overestimated.

With KENOREST three-dimensional inventory calculation are possible with respect to the
finite length of the fuel assemblies, the axial variation of the coolant temperature and the
steam contents in axial core direction. An axial control rod model is in preparation. Axial
profile calculations are important for burnup credit with high burnt fuel, were the assumption
of a flat axial burnup may be not conservative.

At each burnup step the KENO Monte-Carlo code calculates the assembly reactivity, the
three-dimensional neutron fluxes and the three-dimensional fission rates, which are
transformed into 3-d power density distributions for the following burnup steps in OREST.
Up to 20 different axial sections of a lattice grid of a maximum of 99 x 99 fuel rods can be
calculated at one run. Each fuel rod portion is handled as a separate fuel-mixture with its own
burnup power history and with its own cross section sets, which are generated by OREST and
fed back into the KENO code. So it is possible to achieve pin by pin and in the axial direction
a three dimensional build-up of actinide inventories and fission products. A good simulation
of 'end-effects' and corner positions of fuel rods is important for the resonance shielding
procedures and for the build-up of plutonium.

After the KENOREST calculation all inventories are stored and can be used for other
purposes, e.g. for additional decay steps or criticality calculations. Additionally all data are
available for realistic decay heat predictions and for neutron and gamma source terms for three
dimensional shielding calculations.
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Table I: Preliminary Inventory Results BWRUO2 Phase 3b [12], 40 % void, 5 years cooling
time, Outliers excluded.

Nuclide

U-234

U-235

U-236

U-238

PU-238

PU-239

PU-240

PU-241

PU-242

AM-241

AM-243

NP-237

MO-95

TC-99

RU-101

RH-103

AG-109

CS-133

SM-147

SM-149

SM-150

SM-151

SM-152

ND-143

ND-145

EU-153

EU-155

GD-155

GD-156

GD-157

GD-158

XE-131

<OECD>
preliminary

4.68E-06

1.85E-04

1.16E-04

2.11E-02

4.21E-06

1.04E-04

5.43E-05

2.05E-05

1.29E-05

6.57E-06

2.36E-06

1.13E-05

5.15E-05

5.22E-05

5.00E-05

2.72E-05

4.53E-06

5.48E-05

9.58E-06

9.82E-08

1.20E-05

4.04E-07

5.22E-06

3.43E-05

3.01E-05

4.69E-06

1.74E-07

1.85E-07

6.61E-05

1.49E-08

7.89E-05

2.07E-05

Kenorest-98
preliminary

4.54E-06

1.90E-04

1.13E-04

2.11E-02

4.68E-06

1.11E-04

5.08E-05

2.31E-05

1.45E-05

7.27E-06

2.66E-06

1.18E-05

5.20E-05

5.29E-05

4.90E-05

2.92E-05

5.08E-06

5.49E-05

9.29E-06

1.07E-07

1.20E-05

4.23E-07

5.41E-06

3.44E-05

2.99E-05

4.99E-06

2.71E-07

2.95E-07

7.43E-05

1.84E-08

8.63E-05

2.03E-05

Deviation %
Kenorest-98

-3

3

-2

0

11

7

-6

13

12

11

13

4

1

1

-2

7

12

0

-3

9

0

5

4

1

-1

6

56

59

12

23

9

-2

Mean Deviation
OECD %

+/-4

+/-4

+/-4

+/-0

+1-1

+/-11

+1-5

+/-8

+1-6

+1-6

+/-11

+/-19

+/-3

+/-5

+/-4

+1-6

+1-1

+1-2

+/-3
+1-6

+1-6

+/-8
+/-8
+/-3
+1-2

+1-6

+/-38
• +/- 32

+/-18

+A28

+/-17

+/-4
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Until now only a few experimental data of 3-d isotopic analysis are available, which can be
recalculated for validation and verification of the 3-d-option of the code system. Those
calculations for the italian TRINO reactor and the german OBRIGHEIM reactor are in work.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The code system KENOREST-98 is available for first applications. The combination of
KENO and OREST works in a neutron physically satisfying way for infinite fuel lattices and
for heterogeneous fuel assemblies with different fuel types, gadolinium contents and
moderator conditions. Further works and developments on a future KENOREST-2000 system
will be directed to a speed-up of the data transfers and to a further refinement of the libraries.
Additionally it could be of interest to extend the application of KENOREST for other reactor
systems like WWER or heavy water moderated and graphite moderated reactor systems. For
such systems OREST is already prepared.
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